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ABSTRACT
Safe and effective driving requires cognitive, perceptual, and motor skills of the driver to function
in concert. All stakeholders involved in roadway operations (DOTs, automobile companies,
legislatures, etc.) hold safety as a primary concern. However, uncertainty and human factors cause
driving to remain a very dangerous task, with the leading cause of death for those between the ages
of 15 and 45 being car accidents. Naturalistic driving data provides robust results for investigating
driving behavior, but is cost-prohibitive to conduct and cannot provide the level of control
necessary to assess correlation and causation regarding changes to the driving environment and
their impacts on driver behavior. This paper examines human behavioral factors involved in the
task of driving and the efficacy of the state of practice driving simulators in duplicating naturalistic
driving behavior.
A number of key questions about the state of practice for driving simulators are
investigated in this study. What are the limitations in the use of a driving simulator to evaluate
driving behavior, for research and training purposes? What is the breadth of research that has been
conducted using driving simulators? Finally, what are the capabilities of some common driving
simulators being used today for research? Near-term increases in technology are likely to improve
the ability of driving simulators to model real-world conditions, and the use of this safe and costeffective research tool is likely to increase greatly.
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BACKGROUND
The societal norms in the United States and much of the developed world require nearly every
adult to own a license and a personal vehicle in order to perform the regular functions of their daily
life. The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) reported in 2014 that there were
approximately 214 million licensed drivers in the United States.[1] The driving task itself can be
explained as a number of discrete but interrelated activities. In discussing the different activities
that make up the driving process, A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets by the
American Associations of State Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO), commonly
referred to as the Green Book, breaks down driving behavior into three parts: control, guidance
and navigation, listed in increasing order of complexity for the driver.[2] Control is representative
of simple steering and speed control. Guidance incorporates road following, and path following in
response to road and traffic conditions. Navigation, the most complex of the three, includes trip
planning and route following. Drivers must successfully process control, guidance, and navigation
tasks concurrently to ensure safe passage, and this is often where problems arise.
A major cause of risk in driving is due to the necessity to take action based on insufficient
information. Consequently, a great deal of focus of officials and researchers is to improve the
safety of our surface roadway network through advancements in road surface material and
improvements in geometric design and pavement markings. Driving behavior, however, cannot be
fully controlled, can only be incentivized, and modified using road design and planning. The
multivariate nature of driving behavior makes it challenging to quantify, with a wide variety of
stochastic ideas involved, and the fact that it is influenced greatly by the external environment,
with distractions from both within and outside of the vehicle. A driver’s behavior is dependent
upon the psychological, physiological, social, and economic state of the driver, as well as is a
driver’s limitations in perception-reaction in terms of following his or her own standard behavior.
To better understand how our designs will affect safety outcomes of drivers on the road, we must
be able to assess the discrete behaviors of individual drivers, and how changes to the roadway and
vehicle environments impact these behaviors.
Driving behavior as a whole is hard to quantify, and the discrete behaviors that make up
driving behavior are not much better. Naturalistic data to study human factors is the best
methodology to overcome observation bias, but data collection in this way is prohibitively
expensive, and the data itself reveals a vast amount of variability from second to second in an
individual driver’s patterns of behavior. In the best cases we are able to define a range of typical
behavior centered on an average for any given parameter from naturalistic driving studies.
Naturalistic studies provide a large enough dataset to get statistically significant measures on a
wide variety of factors that impact safety, but it is prohibitively expensive for use in studying many
research questions of importance, and a lower-cost alternative is necessary. Driving simulators
present a cost-effective alternative methodology for the study of human factors relating to the
driving task. Driving simulators also have the advantage of creating an experimental environment
where safety is ensured, and variables can be controlled for at will.[3] Although driving simulators
provide a promising cost-effective analysis method for the study of driving behavior, the breadth
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of what can be studied with them is not well defined, nor are the limitations and complications that
arise from their use.
The purpose of this paper is to examine how human factors can be defined and
parameterized for a simulator-based study, by compiling the research on relevant aspects of driver
behavior studied using driving simulators. The vast majority of literature related to driving
simulators only examines an individual parameter of the driving task, and fails to address the
broader question of what potential exists for this type of study.
DRIVER BEHAVIOR
The concept of driving behavior can be broken down into several categories, which are of interest
to stakeholders in various branches of science, such as medicine, psychology, and engineering.[4]
Each of these have separate research questions for which specific portion or complete behavioral
quantification of drivers is necessary. The following sections discuss how fundamental driving
behavioral categories are further subdivided and how they can be studied using a driving simulator
in an applicable manner.
Driving Task: Control
Control of the vehicle while driving requires an extensive amount of continuous information
gathering. Environmental information including information about other vehicles, surrounding
objects, light-weather-surface condition, etc., plays a role in control. Spatial and temporal
information about other vehicles generally takes precedence over other types because it affects
road safety directly.[5] Improper control is often a result of inattention and distraction while
driving.
In a driving simulation scenario, the effort of drivers to maintain vehicle control is
measured in two ways. First, visual behavior is documented using an eye-tracking device to
determine how frequently information is being collected by the driver. Secondly, physical control
can be documented through the driver’s braking behavior.[6] While driving, where and how
frequently the driver is looking have an important influence on the control of the vehicle and can
be used as an important parameter to perform comparative studies between experienced and novice
drivers.[7] Distraction or additional cognitive workload can be interpreted from these two types of
data. Hancock et al. suggested in their study that inattentive and distracted driving have more
incidents of hard braking.[8]
Steering Control
Steering control requires more than visual cues, such as auditory or tactile cues while driving on a
real road. Visual cues, undoubtedly, are an important part of steering control. However,
information that a driver derives by sense of motion, such as those produced by sound and vibration
of vehicle operation on road, complement a driver’s steering control to a significant degree.[9]
Driving simulators can provide many of the visual cues commonly experienced in real-time driving,
but lack the ability to provide binocular cues, known as motion parallax, due to gazing movement
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of a driver’s eye.[10] In addition, fixed based simulators cannot provide motion cues. Although,
moving base simulators can provide motion cues, they do not provide all the haptic, kinesthetic
and vestibular cues that altogether influence the steering control behavior of a vehicle operator.
Some simulators now can provide haptic seat and steering and tactile cue controls but their
usefulness is yet to be evaluated.
How to measure steering control in a driving simulator can be approached differently based
on the specific research question under investigation. A driver’s reaction time to take action on
steering is one way of measuring steering control.[11] In experimental design like this, an object
that requires a driver’s action on steering movement is either suddenly or progressively added to
the scenario and reaction time can manually be measured as a time unit, or can be interpreted as a
speed-distance function from simulator spatial data output.
Another way of measuring steering control is through steering rotation behavior. In human
factors research, this parameter should be able to give a more direct measure of interpreting
steering behavior precisely. In this type of design, additional instrumentation of a steering control
sensor is necessary to produce a signal of steering angle over time or distance driven.[12]
Advanced driving simulators are incorporating this approach in their built-in system. An example
output of similar experiment is presented in Figure 1, below, from Oliver and Pentland.

Figure 1 Measuring Steering Angle and Acceleration Throttle by Oliver and Pentland [12]
Speed Control
Over the years, several researchers have done work on speed control behavior of drivers in
simulator environment, and questions have been raised about the validity of simulators for
duplicating realistic speed behaviors. A number of researchers found that speed in the simulator
increased due to lack of perceived danger, but Godley et al. found that, counterintuitively, in
simulator versus naturalistic data drivers drove slower in simulator than on an instrumented data
collection car.[13] Exact numeric correlation or absolute validity of driving simulators for use with
speed studies have been found to be inconclusive. However, driving simulators remain a unique
application for experiments which deal with independent variables or contrasts, discounting the
importance of physical validity in favor of experimental control, and there are numerous
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conductions under which simulation would be the best approach to analyze speed control
evaluation despite its lack of field validation.[14]
Measuring speed control is relatively straightforward in the context of a driving simulator
study. Speed data is typically collected at a frequency of 30 Hz, or twice per second, and can be
aggregated for sections of uniformity on a facility to obtain measures of mean speed data.[15] This
type of speed data is a part of the basic functionality of all driving simulators, and is a standard
data output. Speed study investigations that require data relative to fixed objects can specify data
aggregated by time, distance, or location. Examples include the study of speed control behavior
near speed limit signs, bridge structures, rumble strips, etc. Having high frequency real-time point
data is beneficial for providing a distribution or confidence interval around the location or road
sign of concern.
Driving Task: Guidance
Guidance was one of the first human factor based models that attempted to explain why drivers
choose take or avoid certain actions.[16] Also, guidance skills have a direct impact on road safety
and failure in high severity crashes.[2]
Safe Path Maintenance
Safe path maintenance, also known as lane maintenance or lane keeping, is one of the primary
learning objectives of driving instruction. In a dynamic and interactive situation like driving, safe
path keeping is not only important for an individual vehicle, but also for the overall network of
vehicles. Over the last few years, a large portion of crashes have been caused by failures of lane
keeping: involuntary moving to next same direction lane, opposing direction lane, or getting close
to lane margins.[17] Assistive automated vehicles have included lane keeping warning or action
methods in their basic design for this reason.
In a simulator based environment, an easy way to evaluate lane keeping skill of a driver is
to track lateral positioning of the vehicle over time as shown in Figure 2, below.[18] For example,
one possible scenario could measure the behavior of a participant when driving on a curved road
with traffic control cones. Distracted driving experiments could benefit from this method and keep
count of the cones hit by the driver and produce count distribution data for further analysis.
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Figure 2 Measure of lane keeping by Azizan et al. [18]
Car-following Behavior
When a vehicle is following another vehicle, the acceleration pattern is the most descriptive way
of explaining the driver’s behavior, because acceleration is influenced by perception of the driver’s
relative velocity and the headway between two cars.[19] During an experiment to measure car
following behavior in a driving simulator, a participant generally has to drive through several
different settings of driving scenarios such as urban streets, rural highways, expressways, etc. and
various subdivisions of each of these. The adjustment of speed perception and response to different
categories of cues varies significantly based on setting. When a driver is exposed to a scenario,
drivers tend to develop an assessment of the traffic environment that impacts how they may need
to react in near future.[20] Perception of such assessments regarding surrounding environment and
lead car determines a safe headway for the driver. Many studies have found correlation of headway
with age, gender and experience of drivers.[21]
Car following behavior is quantified in a simulator setup through the definition of
parameters to incorporate in data analysis based on the situation. In most of the simulator studies
the common parameters in the study of car following behavior include headway, a driver’s action
as a measure of the percentage of gas and brake pedal application, and the speeds of lead and car
following car, but categorizing which headway is safe is vastly dependent on particular study
design.[20] This data is readily available as a standard output from simulator data, and both
graphical and tabular data can be generated. In an exclusive car following behavior study, further
explanatory parameters can be included like give way to same and opposing direction vehicles,
reaction time to existing road traffic, use of directional indicators, etc.[21]
Passing Maneuvers
There are multiple human factors and driver characteristics to be considered in understanding
passing maneuvers. Cognitive limitations such as lack of driving experience and cognitive
overload play an important role.[22] Personality factors such as risk-taking and extraversion, a
term referring to human factors and external events associated with passing that are unknown to
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the driver, also creates variation in passing behavior.[23] Passing behavior is dominated by a
driver’s faculty of decision-making, assessment of risk, and their willingness to take risks.
Simulator data has been used in conducting speed studies for passing maneuvers, the
development of a classification system for passing maneuvers, and in developing behavioral
models for drivers’ passing maneuver behavior.[24], [25] Previous studies also established that
passing maneuvers are affected by vehicular speed, sight distance, available gap and most
importantly, geometric design of the roadway.[25] Collecting detailed data and interpreting them
to compare passing maneuvers is complex both for real-time and simulated data. Data collection
should provide a sufficient volume of data points to study the trajectories of the passing, passed,
and opposing vehicles. Farah et al. suggested a combined output of all the factors mentioned above
and made a subjective evaluation about passing behavior, labeling it as careful or not careful.[19]
Simulators have been used to collect data about speeds, positions, and acceleration of the subject
vehicle and other relevant vehicles were collected over a scale of time to produce analysis of
passing maneuvers. Figure 3, shown below, from Bar-Gera et al. provides an example of such
data collection. Overall, interpreting the output of simulators widely depends on how factors are
defined and specified in the initial experimental design.

Figure 3 Measuring Speed and Headway over time by Bar-Gera and Shiner [25]
Merging Behavior
Merging sections are some of the most crash prone locations on a roadway. Additionally, merging
movements can create bottlenecks and cause significant delay. A driver must decide in a very small
window of time when merging on a roadway. The difficulty is compounded by the nature of the
conflicting vehicles, which travel at a higher speed than the driver. Failure to make an appropriate
decision may have great consequence; hence, studying driver behavior is necessary to ensure and
efficient operation of roadway facilities.[26] Merging action requires risk taking, combining
observation tasks and action taking with interaction with other vehicles in close proximity.[27]
Studies have found inefficient merging behavior to be correlated with age, gender, and visibility
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factors, and can create a ripple effect on traffic flow by causing speed breakdown, flow oscillation,
and consequently, congestion.[28]
In a driving simulator based experiment design, establishing guidelines for safe merging
behavior is important. Safe or expected merging behavior can be interpreted using regular output
data of before and after speed, movement time, accepted gap time, etc.; in a more elaborate design,
desired range of merging movement taper can be added in the simulated scenario.[29] An
additional method for comparing merging behavior is measuring vehicle-merging trajectory from
current position and speed to merging position.[27]
Lane Changing Behavior
Drivers choose to change lanes using judgement about the surrounding dynamic environment with
a need or desire to upgrade their convenience on the road. In some cases, like a roadside emergency
or a work zone, drivers are forced to change lanes. Gipps suggested that major contributors to a
lane changing decision process are necessity, desirability, and safety.[30] VISSIM, a popular
microscopic traffic simulator, classifies lane changes as either a necessary lane change or free lane
change.[31] Necessary lane changes are made to reach the next connector of a route, while free
lane changes are an outcome of the desire for more space or speed. A driver must be comfortable
with both sight distance and width of lanes (both on and off lanes) in order to initiate a lane
changing movement.[32]
Lane changing behavior is generally evaluated in two phases. The first phase maneuver is
from the moment a driver acts on steering to the attainment of the maximum heading angle. The
second phase ends when the wheel angle returns to zero.[33] These phases are illustrated in Figure
4, below.

Figure 4 Phase one and two of lane changing by Tehran et al. [33]
In a driving simulator, time stamped data is collected at high frequency that includes the
position vector of the vehicle. Along with this, other factors like velocity, steering wheel angle,
and acceleration-deceleration data help to define lane-changing behavior in a simulated
environment. To make comparisons between drivers, Naseri et al. suggested three parameters. The
first parameter is the time interval between realizing a lane change is necessary, (utilizing verbal
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input from the driver,) to the start of the lane change. This parameter is indicative of the driver’s
patience. The second parameter is the time headway between the lead car and the experiment car
right before the start of the lane changing movement, which indicates driver’s caution. The third
parameter is the longitudinal and lateral acceleration during the lane-changing maneuver, which is
indicative of aggressiveness of the driver.[34]
Response to Traffic Control Devices
The effectiveness of a traffic control device is dependent on a wide variety of factors such as sight
distance, illumination, weather conditions, surface condition, location of signage, geometric
design, drivers’ attitudes towards obeying the traffic control, and drivers’ understanding and
interpretation of signage. Studies examining how drivers are behaving towards a sign, or the
effectiveness of how a sign or type of signs in controlling traffic can be hazardous if real-time
experiments are performed. Simulator-based studies can provide opportunity to explore responses
to traffic control devices in detail.[35] Traffic signs are of utmost importance, as they are designed
to protect vulnerable groups. Even so, every year, hundreds of fatal crashes are caused by failure
to obey road signs.[36] In a driving simulator based experiment design, well-thought-out
placement of signs and signals must be programmed. Several performance indicators such as
average speed, location of first braking/action point while approaching the sign, variance in
acceleration, etc., can be correlated to sign following behavior.[35] Typically, if an experiment
deals with the effectiveness of signs, a closed loop of simulated driving scenario is developed. An
example of such design is provided in Figure 5, below.

Figure 5 A closed test route example used by Zhao et. al 2015 [35]
Avoidance of Pedestrians
Providing the appropriate right-of-way for pedestrians is a key concern mostly in urban locations.
In a signalized intersection with pedestrian lights, pedestrian movements are protected
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perpendicular to the direction of thru traffic. However, in left and right turn movements, and stop
and yield controlled junctions, the driver’s attributes play an important role in pedestrian avoidance.
Studies have found positive correlation between the age and experience of drivers and number of
pedestrian involved occurrences. Passing an intersection has been proven to require a large amount
of information processing and cognitive workload, as it demands awareness and avoidance of
vulnerable groups like pedestrians of bicyclists.[37] A study by Reynolds proposed studying a
particular driver’s approach through an analysis of steering behavior when pursuing a target or
avoiding an obstacle.[38] Varying pedestrian trajectories in a simulator based environment can be
another way analyzing predictive and cooperative behaviors of drivers.[39]
Driving Task: Navigation
Navigation while driving has less of a safety impact than control or guidance, and has more impact
on the performance of the facility, with poor navigation causes delay, bottlenecks, and may
indirectly lead to crashes.[2] Navigation skills include effective trip planning and route following.
Although the impact to cognitive workload due to navigation is relatively low, it is not negligible.
Trip Planning
Studying trip-planning behavior is a complex task, as there is a large amount of variability due to
different factors. For example, some drivers choose cost as the primary optimizer of a route, while
some drivers choose time. Comfort, purpose of trip, personal driving experience, gender of driver,
road type, facility type (number of intersections, distance between entry and exit ramps, etc.,) and
cognitive limitations contribute to this decision.[40][41] In addition, dependency on different
digital autonomous trip planning tools like GPS adds more complexity in quantifying trip planning
behavior.[42]
Collecting data for this type of behavior is observational and subjective in nature. Multiple
options of route oriented experimental design may be simpler way of studying this behavior in a
simulator. Visual or auditory cues can be provided during or before starting the test run, informing
the participant of features of roads that will come up as alternating options, and can be interpreted
on a predetermined baseline. Interviewing drivers can be another way of doing this but that
involves expertise in survey design in order to obtain fruitful data.[41]
Route Following
Route following or wayfinding involves a high cognitive workload in an unknown roadway.
Driving through the route in the same way for several times gives drivers a habituation with the
route and reduces load.[43] However, in an unknown situation, cognitive overload is common in
route following attempts. Error in taking the correct turn, getting lost, and losing focus from other
driving tasks are examples of faulty route following skills.[44]
Driving simulator studies regarding route following design either need external visual or
vestibular cues commanding the driver to perform certain actions such as taking the third left or
the second exit on a roundabout, mentioning a certain exit number beforehand, etc. More specific
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design includes the alteration of the driving scenario as done by Srinivasan and Jovanis by adding
shapes to the visual interface and asking drivers to identify them while following a pre-directed
route. Additionally, other vehicles and pedestrians performed abrupt movement on the display.[45]
DRIVING SIMULATION
The first simulators used in the United States date back to before the WWII, when flight simulators
were used for training fighter pilots. The advantages of using a simulator were the same as today:
it reduced cost and ensured the pilot’s safety.[46] The crisis was similar as well about validity. A
number of theories had been developed justifying that training skills on a simulator were
transferable, and that the outcome was representative, but definitive validity remains elusive.[47]
The first driving simulator to be used in highway safety research happened in the 1960s, but the
visual technology at that time was far different than reality.[48] Today, through the power of
computing and electronic displays, the validity of driving simulators in studying human behavior
has significantly improved and they are now used routinely in conducting research.[46] Very
recently, work to validate the use of simulators in speed and gap acceptance studies, CMF
development and other different planning tools has been occurring.
Simulator Sickness
Simulator sickness is a concern for simulator based research studies. Drivers are subjected to
motion sickness due to the gap between real response and a simulated response of driving activities.
In a minority of cases, drivers report headache, dry mouth, dizziness, and disorientation among
their symptoms.[49] A post-experiment driver questionnaire is the most common method for
collecting data about simulator sickness, and is standard practice.[50] Many studies have overcome
simulator sickness by means of the advancement of simulation technology, but the key mitigation
for participants is a practice run in the simulator that is not used for research results. A practice
run time as low as 10 min and as high as 40 min is reported in literature.[51] However, experiment
design should be as such that it could eliminate the results of drivers significantly prone to
simulator sickness. Georgia Tech has prepared a simulator sickness protocol, which walks through
researchers in detail through the causes and solutions regarding simulator sickness.[51]
STATE OF THE PRACTICE EQUIPMENT
Four sample driving simulators were chosen from the literature review based on their applicability
in different branches of study (psychology, medicine, engineering, etc.) Simulators reviewed
represent the current state of the practice in driving simulator research, and include the Virage
simulator model VS300/VS500, the STISIM Drive, the Realtime Technologies Simulator, and the
NADS MiniSim. The basis of comparison herein includes, but is not limited to, the capacity and
features of each simulators, what type of questions each is best able to answer and their limitations
as a research tool.
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Virage Simulator Model VS300 and VS500
Virage VS300/VS500 is a quarter of a car based driving simulator with actual car components to
provide a realistic feel of vehicle controls.[52] It is a fully immersive, portable driving simulator.
The primary focus group for this simulator is drivers in training. Scenario development or
customization is not as open to users as other simulators, but Virage provides additional support
in order to develop customized scenarios. This simulator has a motion/vibration system. Both
automatic and manual transmissions are available. The steering wheel is connected to an electrical
load system that allows drivers to sense and feel surface friction of the road on steering during
turning maneuvers. In addition, the motion/vibration system is capable of providing acceleration
cues, engine vibration, and road texture feedback based on acting speed. Vibration sensitivity is
attained by a compact three-axis platform with electric actuators. This simulator provides an 180˚
view with three monitors resolving a problem in visual discontinuity experienced in earlier models.
The VS300 and VS500 differ in the sound system, which controls audio cues. The VS300 has
frontal sound system whereas the VS500 provides surround sound. Both of these are included with
a multifunction display that works as a control to set up scenarios and the driving environment.
The VS500 has two additional screens in the location of blind spots on both sides to provide more
realistic feel of driving.
Virage has been in the market since 2005. In 2011,the Federation of Canadian
Municipalities presented a study in a sustainability conference emphasizing the importance of ecodrive training using Virage Simulators.[53] The University of Sunderland performed a study in
2012 on the role of driving simulators for training drivers and their contribution to fuel
economy.[54] Virage itself is performing research. In 2016 Virage Simulation published an article
on the benefits of driving simulator training and using their simulator for data collection.[55]
STISIM Drive
STISIM Drive was initially introduced for clinical and pharmaceutical research to study the effect
of medication or fatigue, and eventually expanded to include highway safety aspects.[56] This
simulator was developed over a course of 30 years and validated for different medical aspects,
cognitive processes, and human factors evaluation. STISIM software has 140 built-in driving
scenarios, and custom scenarios can be created. Significant performance measures of this simulator
include crash counts, speeding behavior, reaction time, lane maintenance, driver compliance with
traffic signals and signs, etc. Scenario Definition Language (SDL) is a programmable tool
incorporated with the software to customize output according to needs of the research. The
maximum field view varies from 60˚ to 135˚. The visual interface is interactive in terms of signal
changes and conflicting vehicles. Both manual and automatic gear shifting are available with this
simulator. The seat is adjustable. The lower end model has one display monitor and advanced
models have three monitors. A motion sensor is not included with any of the packages. This
simulator has sufficient tools for off-road training purposes.
In literature, the use of STISIM Drive exists from 2001 to 2017. In 2001, German
researchers used this simulator for monitoring driver drowsiness and stress level.[57] A study from
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2003 in Australia performed research on the inflated risk associated with older drivers in vehicle
crashes.[58] In the Netherlands in 2011, the effect of alcohol impairment on highway driving was
studied using STISIM Drive.[59] Very recently, the department of psychology of Macquarie
University, Australia used this simulator to study the effects of anti-speeding advertisements on
young drivers.[60] It is evident in the literature that this simulator is widely accepted in European
and Australian research institutes and has displayed sufficient fidelity to evaluate human factors
and generalized driving behavior under different circumstances. The capacity of this software to
produce customized driving scenarios was not found in the literature.
Realtime Technologies Inc. (RTI) Simulator
The RTI simulator is also a fixed-base simulator. The greatest benefit of this simulator is the
options for customizing animation and vehicular setup.[61] RTI’s modular scalable interface
design offers addition and subtraction of components as well as the creation of new driving
scenarios from scratch. SimVista is RTI’s scene and scenario control subsystem that allows the
modification of scenarios in terms of weather condition, pedestrian volume, vehicle density on the
road, etc. In addition, depth of view, color palette, and overall visual complexity are customizable
according to scale. There is an emphasis on quality of graphics (60 Hz update rate) to ensure fully
immersive experience for research participants. Assignment of behavior of pedestrian and
conflicting vehicles can be done in this simulator. The physical set up options vary from half car
to full SUV, with cost varying accordingly. Typically, an 180˚ front view is provided. No
specification about the placement of rearview and side view mirrors was mentioned in the product
details. Power steering is connected to vehicle dynamics that give the feel of turning movements,
curves, and tire alignment. This simulator is motion-compatible with six degrees of freedom
available for the low profile setup or three degrees of freedom supported by a motion base. This
simulator is reported to provide fast and smooth motion cueing. A built-in audio system provides
engine, transmission, and wind and tire noise.
NADS MiniSim Driving Simulator
National Advanced Driving Simulator (NADS) of the University of Iowa has three types of
simulators: NADS-1, NADS-2 and NADS-miniSim.[62] The price and features of these three
simulators are in the descending order of names mentioned. MiniSim was developed for research
in the transportation field, clinical applications, and training purposes. Minisim seeks to transfer
major features inherited from NADS-1, but at a lower cost. Like other simulators, this one also
provides the facility to tailor according the needs of the research in terms of hardware and software.
Variable set-up options range from a single monitor set up, to an actual vehicle. It has surround
sound and a touch-screen operator console. Additional displays, a floor mounted gear selector, and
an entertainment panel can be added to the package.
The visual features of MiniSim are similar to the NADS-1 and 2, as are the built-in driving
scenarios. Driving environments include urban, sub-urban, rural- and interstate-highway areas.
Traffic control devices such as signals and road signage are in compliance with current
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specifications from the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD).[63] Different
vehicle types and weather conditions are also available. Scenarios can be customized using a tool
called Interactive Scenario Authoring Tool (ISAT) and all dynamic elements are editable.
A wide range of research has been performed using the MiniSim driving simulator as a
tool. Starting from the addition of advanced safety features like haptic seat or tactile alert systems,
to driving under the influence, to general driving behavior and drivers’ attention studies, many
studies were performed using this simulator. [64]–[67]
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The literature suggests that studying driving behavior has relative validation, but still lacks in
providing tactile and vestibular cues. Simulator sickness is also a confounding factor in
determining a true representation of driving behavior. Overall, use of driving simulators in driver
behavior studies is cost-effective and safe, which has led to the increase in the use of driving
simulators in transportation engineering, psychology, medicine, and other fields. Crash and safety
studies are currently one of the weakest areas of simulator based study. However, researchers are
increasingly finding it to be an appropriate training tool, which with current developments, it is
expected to be a valid and applicable planning tool soon. In medical sciences, the evaluation of
driving performance after drug use, or during cognitive function decaying diseases like
Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s disease, a driving simulator is a trusted tool. Age, gender, geographic
bias-based psychological studies have been proven to be valid using a driving simulator. Nearterm increases in technology are likely to improve the ability of driving simulators to model realworld conditions, and the use of this safe and cost-effective research tool is likely to increase
greatly.
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